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Demonetization, a single masterstroke by the Modi government has tackled all the three 
diseases currently plaguing the economy. These are parallel economy, counterfeit 
currency in circulation and terror financing. Demonetization is not new to India.  In order 
to ban the currency notes and to curb black money and also to adopt new payment 
systems many countries has implemented demonetization and which had a positive 
impact. As India being cash based economy after demonetization, plastic money is used 
as a new alternative to cash. Hence, there are huge chances of plastic money being a 
norm in the future. The use of debit and credit cards, net banking and other online 
payment mechanism shows a positive attitude towards demonetization and this will 
enable effective resource allocation with fewer chances of corruption and also there will 
be no forgery headaches with plastic money having a lifespan more than four to five 
times of paper money. The use of plastic money began with the rise of India as the IT hub 
and the step of demonetization can provide a further thrust to this concept. It is the duty 
of Government and banks to further move India towards becoming a cashless society.  
There are chances of plastic money being a norm hence; the government should ensure 
adequate use of technology and resources to make it a win-win situation for all. This 
paper has attempted a study toward the response of demonetization by card and non-card 
holders of Hyderabad region. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

With the advent of liberalization, privatization and globalization Indian economy has 
shown a development in all the sectors. These reforms acted as a challenge before Indian 
banking system to shake hands with the pace of new technology. In this 21st century 
payment through cash and cheque itself has encountered a transformation. Plastic money 
has become a form of amenity to financial institution customers. In the beginning wallets 
and plastic money were an option but after the declaration of demonetization it has 
become a need now. Demonetization is a process by which a series of currency will not 
be acceptable as a valid currency. The sudden move to demonetization has paralyzed the 
economy and it has caused many difficulties for the common people. This lead to the 
increase in use of plastic money. Plastic money have successfully become an essential 
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part of the modern society which provides a broad range of services from debit card to 
credit cards. The adoption of plastic money for the payment has lead to a change in the 
meaning of daily payments. This paper has attempted to study how demonetization had 
an effect on the use of plastic money and what is the response of card holders and non 
card holders on demonetization. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

• Subhani(2011)in her study on ‘Plastic Money/Credit Cards Charisma for Now 
and Then’, Which was based to find out the charisma of plastic money, its 
usability and affordability and its impact on its preference to use. The research 
found that the preference to use of plastic money/ credit card has its pros and cons 
with its usability and affordability. According to the consumer behavior, plastic 
money is a form of conditioning and acts as a stimulus which qualifies a 
consumer to spend. The study shows that the preference to go for plastic money 
has a positive association with the easy use of plastic money because the precept 
of credit card usability is linked with a psychological phenomena that people are 
likely to spend less with credit card and spend more with the same amount of cash 
on hand in the same budget and this precept also linked with the consumer self 
convenience, i.e. convenience and easy use which delves into spending.  

• Loewenstein and Hafalir (2012)in their study on “The Impact of Credit Cards on 
Spending”. It focused on two types of customers, revolvers (who carry debt) and 
convenience users (who do not carry debt), and measured the impact of payment 
with credit card as compared with cash by an insurance company employees 
spending on lunch in a cafeteria. It was found that there was change in the diner’s 
payment medium from cash to a credit card when an incentive to pay with a credit 
card was given. It was then found out that credit cards do not increase spending. 
However, the use of credit cards has a differential impact on spending for 
revolvers and convenience users. Revolvers spend less when induced to spend 
with a credit card, whereas convenience users display the opposite pattern.

• MandeepKaur and KamalpreetKaur (2008) in their study on  ,“Development 
of Plastic Cards Market: Past, Present and Future Scenario in Indian Banking” 
conclude Despite the strong advances in e-payment, an estimated 90 percent of 
personal consumption expenditure in India is still made with cash which indicates 
tremendous growth potential of plastic cards. 

• Bansi Patel and Urvi Amin (2012) in their research paper “Plastic Money: 
Roadway towards Cashless Society” discussed that life become more easy and it 
become possible to control money laundry and effective utilization of financial 
system. It isalso helpful for tax legislation. 

• P Manivannan (2013) in his research paper “Plastic Money away for cashless 
payment system” examined that Plastic money especially credit card is used by 
high income group. However fixed income group or salaried classes also start 
using it. The facility extended to both urban and rural area. 

• Sushma Patel (2014) in her article, “Impact of Plastic Money on Banking Trends 
in India” examined that Indian customers find it easier to make payment through 
Debit Card and Credit Card rather than carrying too much cash. Use of cards has 
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enhanced because product offering at a lower cost and that too with lucrative 
deals delighted with rewards scheme

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study the impact of demonetization on non-card holders. 
2. To study the problems faced by card holders and non-card holders 

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

1. H0: There is no significant difference in the parameters or variables considered 
effecting demonetization among non-card holders. 
H1: There is a significant difference in the parameters or variables considered 
effecting demonetization among non-card holders. 

2. H0: There is no significant difference in the problems faced by card holders and 
non card holders during demonetization. 
H2: There is no significant difference in the problems faced by card holders and 
non card holders during demonetization. 

3. H0: There is no significant difference between income and problems faced by 
card holders and non card holders. 
H3: There is a significant difference between income and problems faced by card 
holders and non card holders. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study is conducted in Hyderabad region focusing on the customers of banks 
generally card and non card holders. For this study both primary and secondary methods / 
sources of data collection have been used. The secondary data are collected from various 
books, articles, research papers, news papers, internet etc.  The primary source i.e. with 
the help of questionnaire, data has been collected from 75 respondents out of which 52 
are card holders and 23 are non cardholders. Based on the data collected certain 
interpretations have been made. The data was analyzed quantitatively using descriptive 
statics and also correlation method was used to establish association between the 
variables using SPSS 21.0. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

1. H0: There is no significant impact of demonetization on the use of plastic money 
among non-card and cardholders. 
H1: There is a significant impact of demonetization on the use of plastic money 
among non-card and card holders. 

Descriptive Statistics 
 N Minimu

m 
Maximu

m 
Mean Std. 

Deviation 
CARDHOLDERS 75 1 2 1.69 .464 
Demonetization 
leading to use plastic 
money 

23 1.00 2.00 1.2174 .42174 
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Interpretation 
From the above table it is interpreted that both card holders and non
opinion that there is an increase in the use of plastic money after demonetization. Hence 
H0is rejected and H1
demonetization on the use of plastic money among non
 

2. H0: There is no significant difference in the problems faced by card holders and 
non card holders
H2: There is a 
non card holders

 

 

Interpretation: 

The above table shows the descriptive statistics on the problems faced by cardholders and 
non card holders during demonetization. The 
availability of cash at ATMs, lack of availability of new currencies, problems 
organizing functions like marriages, parties etc, 
were faced by the people due to demonetization. In the descriptive statistics table highest 
mean is 4.62 which indicate
ATMs and the lowest is 4.28 which indicates that 
organizing functions. 
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Increase in use of 
plastic money after 52 1.00 2.00 1.0962

    

From the above table it is interpreted that both card holders and non
opinion that there is an increase in the use of plastic money after demonetization. Hence 
H0is rejected and H1 is accepted that means there is a sign
demonetization on the use of plastic money among non-card and card holders

H0: There is no significant difference in the problems faced by card holders and 
non card holders during demonetization. 

There is a significant difference in the problems faced by card holders and 
non card holders during demonetization. 

The above table shows the descriptive statistics on the problems faced by cardholders and 
non card holders during demonetization. The problems like waiting in long queues, less 
availability of cash at ATMs, lack of availability of new currencies, problems 
organizing functions like marriages, parties etc, and problems in meeting daily expenses 
were faced by the people due to demonetization. In the descriptive statistics table highest 

indicate that most of the people faced problem in fin
ATMs and the lowest is 4.28 which indicates that people faced less problem in 
organizing functions.  The highest Standard deviation is 1.102 and the lowest is 0.49. 

Descriptive Statistics for 
variables 

Mean       Std. Deviation          N
Long Queues 

 

 

 

4.6000               .49320               75

 

4.3600               .79932               75

 

4.6267               .71231               75

 

 

3.6933             1.10250               75
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1.0962 .29768 

 

From the above table it is interpreted that both card holders and non-card holder are in the 
opinion that there is an increase in the use of plastic money after demonetization. Hence 

there is a significant impact of 
card and card holders is accepted. 

H0: There is no significant difference in the problems faced by card holders and 

difference in the problems faced by card holders and 

The above table shows the descriptive statistics on the problems faced by cardholders and 
problems like waiting in long queues, less 

availability of cash at ATMs, lack of availability of new currencies, problems in 
in meeting daily expenses 

were faced by the people due to demonetization. In the descriptive statistics table highest 
that most of the people faced problem in finding the cash at 

people faced less problem in 
is 1.102 and the lowest is 0.49. 

Mean       Std. Deviation          N 
4.6000               .49320               75 

.79932               75 

4.6267               .71231               75 

3.6933             1.10250               75 
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Hence H0 is accepted which means there is no significant difference in the
faced by card holders and non card holders during 

3. H0: There is no significant relation
holders and non card holders.

    H3: There is a significant 
holders  and non card holders.

TABLE SHOWING THE CORELATION OF 

PROBLEMS AND INCOME

Particulars 

Long Queues                         Pearson 
Correlation
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H0 is accepted which means there is no significant difference in the
faced by card holders and non card holders during demonetization and

ere is no significant relation between income and problems faced by card 
holders and non card holders. 

here is a significant relation between income and problem
and non card holders. 

TABLE SHOWING THE CORELATION OF  

PROBLEMS AND INCOME 

 INCOME

Long Queues                         Pearson 
Correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

 

Covariance 

N 

Pearson Correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

 

 
Covariance 

                                                                                                        
N 

 

Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 

 

Covariance 

N 

 

-.177
0.129

110800.000
 
-1497.297
75 

 0.26
0 .020
255880.000
3457.838
75        
 
0.250 
0.30    
253920
3431.35 
75    
 
 0.193
 
174120.000
 
2352.973
 
75 
 
0 .350**
0.002
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H0 is accepted which means there is no significant difference in the problems 
demonetization and H2 is rejected. 

between income and problems faced by card 

me and problems faced by card 

INCOME 

.177 
.129 

110800.000 

1497.297 

0.269*  
.020 

255880.000 
3457.838 
75         

0.250  
0.30     
253920 
3431.35  

 

.193 

174120.000 

2352.973 

0 .350** 
0.002 
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Interpretation: 

From the above table
availability of cash at ATMs and problems in meeting the daily expenses are directly 
correlated with income. The Pearson correlation comes to 0.269, 0.250 and 0.350 
respectively,. Here, the null hypothesis is rejected an
H3 is accepted that means there is a significant relation between the problems faced by 
card and non cardholders and their income. 

Conclusion 

With 7.5% growth in Indian economy, many financial institutions and several economist 
firmly believe that use of plastic money has become very popular after demonetization. 
The study clearly shows that the demonetization situation has transformed many non card 
holders to card holders. During demonetization people faced many problems like 
standing in long queues for hours, difficulty in meeting day to day expenses, problems in 
organizing functions, inadequate cash at ATM’s and so on. This study ended up with a 
result that both card holders and non card holders had faced almost same kind of 
problems due to lack of currencies and also some firmly believed that the situation is not 
permanent and once the currency flow is normal the economy will be back to normal.
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